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The exact solution of the Boltzmann equation, obtained recently for Maxwell molecules, holds for various models with
arbitrary dimensionality. Furthermore, simple non-linear equations are derived for the ordinary and the Sonine moments,
which can be solved subsequentially.

Recently Bobylev [1] and Krook and Wu [21 obtamed independently an exact solution of the
Boltzmann equation (B.E.) for Maxwell molecules
(here referred to as BKW-mode) in the spatially uniform
case, in which the distribution functionf(u, t) depends
only on lu = u. Its possible importance lies in the following conjecture [2] : “an arbitrary initial state tends
first to relax to the BKW-mode; the subsequent stage
of relaxation is essentially represented by the BKWmode with an appropriate phase”. Very recently, Tjon
and Wu [3] gave strong support for the validity of this
conjecture by numerically solving a 2-dimensional
model for which the BKW-mode is also an exact solution.
It is therefore clearly of importance to find other
models, which have the same solution. Here we show
that the BKW-mode is an exact solution of the B.E. for
arbitrary dimensions d for three classes of Maxwell
models (i.e. the collision rate is independent of the
velocities of the colliding particles), which all conserve
the total number and total energy, and obey the Htheorem. The first class (a) is directly obtained from
Maxwell molecules. The second class (b) is a d-dimensional version of a 1-dimensional model, proposed by
Kac [4]. The third class (c) of models is proposed by
Tjon and Wu.
Class (a): For repulsive intermolecular potentials,
r m in d-dimensions the differential cross section is
n) = a(~ n)g~~’
with k = 2m
1),
—

collision; the scattering angle xis defined through cos
X=
h, where a = a/a is a unit vector and ñ = and
a(cos x) depends only on x. Hence, for Maxwell molecules the collision rate ga = a is independent of the
relative velocity if m = 2(d 1), and the B.E. for the
spatially uniform case reads
-
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The dynamics is given by a and v’ G + ~gñ and v =
G ~gn with G = ~(u + Dl), and 1cand~
also
(G be
—Gexpressed
‘)~~
(g
as a The
transition
probability
~g
g’).
conservation
laws W
(in= appropriate
units) are
fdu(1,v, v2)f (u, t) = (1,0, d), and the Maxwellian
f(u, 00) = (2ir) —d/2 exp(_~v2). If we restrict ourselves
to pseudo-Maxwell molecules, where the long range
part of the potential is cut off, so that that the total
classical cross section is finite, then units of time can
be chosen such that f dña(j-ñ) = 1, where dñ is addimensional solid angle. Further mathematical models
are obtained by choosing a(cos x), such as a constant
a for isotropic scattering
We start by introducing the characteristic function
or Fourier transform (exp(—ik u)) = fduexp(—ik u)
X f(u, t)~ 4(~k2,t), which depends only on
=
since f is isotropic. In this case the ti-integration can be
carried out, yielding 4(x, t) = (
0F1 (~d;
where pFq is a hypergeometric function. The series expansion of 0F1 generates directly the normalized mo—

—

—

where g u v1 and g’ = U’
are the relative
velocities of the colliding particles before and after the

.
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ments [2] 4)(x, t) = ~(n!)~ (_X)~zM~(t), where
n ~ 0 and M~(t)= N~(t)/N~(oo)with N~(r)=
X (n2’~),and N~(oo)= r(n + ~d)/r(~d). Through a
minor extension of Bobylev’s 3-dimensional method
we obtain
,

(~+

l)4)(x)= (‘dp (“~4)(x~
(2~
~ ~
‘ +1
/
Here and in the sequel —l ~ .i ~ 1, and x~= (1 ±
p)x. Furthermore g(.t) = b (1 /22) P —1 a(~u)with
p = ~(d 1), and specially
for isotropic scattering,
1.Theconstantsbandcare
g0(~z,p)=c(l—~)~
such that fdpg(j.t) = 1.2)The
for conservation
small x, and laws
the prescribe
4)(x, t) 1 is 4)(x,
x + 0(x = e_X.
Maxwellian
B.E. (2) has two invariance properties: (i) if 4) is a
solution, so is 4~= ebx4) with arbitrary b; (ii) B.E. (2)
is invariant under the semi-group of similarity transformations 1= sXx, r= s12r, 4)~= s~’4)~
with s >0 for the
values ~ = p = 0 and X (as yet) undetermined.The similarity solution is the special solution, which is itself invariant under this group, i.e. 4)
5(x, t) = 4)5(s~’x;t + ln s)
= 4)5(e~x;0)
v(e_Xtx). Due to the invariance
properties (i) and (ii) (choose b = 1) B.E. (2) allows
a similarity solution 4)(x, t) = e_X v(e_?~tx)
with
2)forsmallx,
boundaryconditionsv(x)n~1
consistent
with the large r-, and+0(x
small x-behaviour of
4)(x, t) (at least for A > 0, as will follow shortly) and
satisfying
—,

‘-

f

—

—

—

00)

v(x) ?~xv(x) j dpg(p) v(x+) u(x_).
(3)
Here A is a non-linear eigenvalue, to be determined
from the boundary condition at small x. If we take
v(x) ~ 1 + bx2 +
then A = ~ f d.zg(p) (1 p2).
(The only condition imposed by the conservation laws
is actually v(x)c~I + bx~1+ with q> 1. This allows
for similarity solutions with different eigenvalues [1]).
With the above A a special solution of our equation is
readily found, i.e. u(x) = (1 bx) e& where the constant b may be written as b = exp(At
0), and 4)(x, r)
= (1
ax) exp [—x(1 a)] and a(t) = exp [—A(t 2 t0)].
one
After in
inverting
the Fourier
x = ~k
finds
the original
velocitytransformwith
variables the exact
solution
f(v, t) = ~ (v) [P(r) + Q(r) u2] with Ø~(v)= (21ra)_cI/2
2/2a) and P(t)= ~a1 [(d + 2)a d] and
X exp(—u
Q(t)~a2(l
—a)anda(t) 1 —exp [—A(t—r
0)J and
t> t0. This is the d-dimensional generalization of the
BKW-mode. The parameter t0 characterizes the initial
distribution, and the choice At0 > log~(d+ 2) guar—
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antees that the initial distribution is positive. For the
same reason b is chosen positive. The integral equation
(3) can also be viewed [1] as to determine those initial
conditions f(u, 0), for which the whole time evolution
is given by a mere shift of the parameter t
0. The nonlineareigenvalueX=~p2,wherei.z~(n=0,l,2,...)are
the eigenvalues of the Boltzmann collision operator,
linearized around the Maxwellian, i.e. f(v, t) = f(v, 00)
X [1 + h~(v) exp(—/2~t)] The spectra of these collisions
operators ~~n0
are discrete
and bounded, i.e. p,~ fd$.L
Xg(j.t)[1
_
2_n(i +ji)~ _2_n(i _~)rz] and
the eigenfunctions
the Sonine
or aassociate
Laguerre
polynomials
h~(u)are
= L~(~
v2) with
= ~(d
2).
There exists a second (Laplace) integral transform
method for the non-linear B.E. in the case of isotropic
scattering, which is ad-dimensional extension of the
methods of refs. [2,3]. In this case the equation for
xP~ 4)(x, t)can be transformed into a partial differential equation by taking the Laplace transform, at
least when p = (d 1) is a natural number. More gen.

—

~

—

erally we consider for arbitrary p the Laplace transform
f~’dx e—m xP~4(x, t) f(p)~P(1F1(p;fd; _~u2~
r(p) ~P G(~,t), and obtain from B.E. (2),
(~+1)G(~ t) 1’ ds W (s~)G2(s t)
(4
J
pV
0

The kernel is W~(x,y)= r(2p)r2(p) [x(y —x)]
x y1 2p. By considering analogous invariance properties, as below (2), we derive an equation for the similarity solution, analogous to (3), and find a special solution for arbitrary p.
Before considering the next models we derive equations of motion for the usual moments M,,(t), and for
the Sonine moments c,,(t). As was already known to
Maxwell himself, the B.E. for Maxwell molecules gives
a rather simple, although non-linear, set of equations
for the moments [5] which can be solved sequentially
~

,

in terms of initial moments M,,(0), which are known,
once
f(v, 0) is
In ourthe
casegenerating
these equations
follow directly
bygiven.
expanding
function
4)(x, t) in B.E. (2) in terms of normalized moments
M,, (t). The conservation laws give M
0(t) = M1 (t) = 1,
and for n >2 we find,
n—i

Mn

+

p,, M,,

=

k=1 ~n,k MkMfl_k

(5)

—
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In ref. [2] these equations are solved for the model
g(/2) = g0( p; 1) up to n ~ 5. The Sonine moments,
c,, (t) with n = 0,1,2,.. are introduced through
the ex2),
so that
pansion f(v, t) = f(v,
00)
~
c~
(t)L,~(~u
2)>N,~(oo). The conservation laws
c,,(t)
= n!(L
prescribe
c ~(~v

0(t) = 1 and c1(t) 0. The Fourier transform of this expansion yields 4)(x, t)=~(n!)~c~(t)
X x”e~. However, since ex4)(x, t) is also a solution
of B.E.
Sonine
moments
satisfy molecules
the same moment
eq.(2),
(5).the
This
property
of Maxwell
does
not seem to have been noticed before. The equations for
the Sonine moments in a special 1-dimensional model
(see below) have been obtained before by Kac [4] It
.

is interesting to notice that the momentM~(t)and
c~(t),for n = 2,3 when calculated from the linearized
B.E., are still exact, since eqs. (5) do not involve any
non-linear terms. The most important distinction between both types of moments is, that M,,
= 1 for
all n, whereas c~(oo)= 0 for n> I.
Class (b): Kac proposed a simplified 1-dimensional
model B.E., whose d-dimensional counterpart is obtained from B.E. (l)by rep1acingfdñ(~h)withfd0 a(0)
with ir ~ 0 ~ ir. The (positive) collision rate a(0)
= a(—0) with f dO a(O) = 1 can be chosen conveniently,
and the dynamics is given by a special rotation in a 2ddimensional space, v’ = v cos 0 +u1 sinO and v = —D
Xsin0+u1 cosO.
Class (c): These models are proposed by Tjon and
Wu [3] who obtained the BKW-mode as an exact solution for this model in two dimensions. The B.E. is defined2+o?)1_d16(u2+v~_vl2_vj2).Itcanbe
in terms of a transition probability W(uu1 ; v’uj)
~b(v
transformed into the usual form where f dh a in B.E.
(l)is replaced byf dO a(0)with 0 ~O ~ir. The resulting collision ratea(O) = I sin 20 di is again independent of the velocities, and the_dynamics is given by u’
~
cos 0 and v’ =
+ v2 sin 0. A conven1
1
1
lent representation of the B.E. for class (c) is obtained
in terms of the energy distribution function F(x, t)
(00)

—

,

.

~d ~ —2 f(u, t) with x
dimensional solid angle,
=

=

~u2 and ~d the full d

y

(a~÷l)F(x)=f d~f dzW~(x;y)F(y—z)F(z)
x
0
(6)
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with p = d. The models (b) and (c) have in common
that momentum conservation has been dropped.
The Fourier transform method can be applied directly to B.E. (1) for model (b), and B.E. (2) for 4)(x, t)
follows with g(cos 0) = b {a(fO) + a(ir ~0)} X
—

(sin 0)1. For model (c) we first derive the moment
equations
from (6), and obtain from them eq. (2)
with
g
0
~j.z;
~d) for the generating
function
4)(x,classes
t)
= (
2. Thus,
for both
0F1 (id; —ex)>with = ~v
(b) and (c) all previous results, obtained from the
Fourier-transform method, are valid, i.e. the BKWmode as an exact solution; the (non-)
eigenvalues
2),
aslinear
well as
the moA, ~ equations
the eigenfunctions
ment
for M,,(t)L~(~u
and c,~(t). These results apply also to peculiar (b)-models, such as g(/2) = 6 (hz).
An “isotropic scattering” case in class (b) is obtained
by choosing a(0) = Isin
201m with m >0, yielding eq.
(2) with g0 (~.z;~ (m + 1)).
The Laplace transform method can be applied to
the “isotropic scattering” cases of class (b), and to the
whole class (c). We recover again eq. (4) with p =
+ 1) for class (b), and p = ~d for class (c). In case p
= ~d(especially class (c)) we obtain a nice integral transform, since 1F1 (~
d; ~d; z)= eZ, so that G(~,t) = (efl)
is the Laplace transform of the energy distribution functionF(e, t).
Finally, we notice that similarity solutions may also
be obtained from (5) for the Sonine moments by put.
ting c~(t)= b~e~~t(n > 2), yielding recurrence relations [I] for the coefficients bn,
We would like to thank J. Tjon, T.T. Wu and I. de
Schepper for stimulating discussions and M.R. Hoare,
who has obtained closely related results, for correspondence.
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